THE MORPHOLOGY AND RESPIRATORY reflex effects of activating pulmonary and airway receptors have been the subjects of many excellent reviews (22–24, 32, 83, 84, 87, 88, 95, 105, 125, 132, 137, 138, 141). Within the airways below the larynx, three categories of receptor are typically identified: slowly (SAR) and rapidly (RAR) adapting stretch receptors and bronchopulmonary C fibers. The major cardiorespiratory reflex effects of each of these are listed in Table 1. The present minireview will focus on the central pathways mediating the reflexes evoked by these receptors. Neuroepithelial bodies provide an additional airway receptor type (see reviews in Refs. 24, 137, 141), but little is known about their reflex effects or central pathways, and they will not be considered further. Within the larynx there are several additional receptor types responsive to a range of modalities including pressure, respiratory drive, and cold. Stimulation of these receptors exerts powerful effects on the control of breathing, but there is a limited knowledge of the central processing of input from these afferents (reviewed in Refs. 8, 84, 123, 137).

Pulmonary and airway mechanoreceptors are innervated by fast-conducting, myelinated afferent fibers. They are sensitive to both the static and dynamic aspects of lung volume and transmural pressure. Lung inflation has been the most commonly used stimulus to activate mechanoreceptors and identify SARs. RARs, also referred to as irritant receptors because of their activation by inhaled irritants such as ammonia or cigarette smoke, have phasic responses to large lung inflations and deflations. There appear to be notable species differences. Rats with relatively few RARs when defined by their response to lung inflation. In contrast, deflation-activated receptors with either slowly or rapidly adapting properties are relatively common in the rat (47, 52, 109) and rabbit but less apparent in the cat or monkey (136).

Bronchopulmonary C fibers have slowly conducting, non-myelinated axons and encompass all receptors present in the lungs and airways other than the distinctly defined mechanoreceptors. C-fiber receptors are typically polymodal; many are...
Table 1. Major classes of pulmonary receptors and their reflex effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor Type</th>
<th>Reflex Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Breuer-Hering reflex: inspiratory termination, expiratory facilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhancement of inspiratory effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bronchodilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tachycardia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAR</td>
<td>Cough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broncho- and laryngoconstriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Augmented breath/gasp (on stimulation of RAR by a large, rapid lung inflation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irregular, augmented inspiration and shortened expiration (on maintained airway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>deflation or inhalation of irritants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slowly adapting deflation receptors</td>
<td>Airway mucus secretion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(present in rats and rabbits; some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>may be classified as RARs based on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lung deflation tests)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchopulmonary C fibers</td>
<td>Rapid, shallow breathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apnea (on synchronous chemical stimulation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broncho- and laryngoconstriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Airway mucus secretion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vasodilatation (pulmonary C fibers only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bradycardia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SAR, slowly adapting stretch receptor; RAR, rapidly adapting stretch receptor.

...excited by large mechanical deformations, chemical stimuli (e.g., capsaicin, phenylbiguanide, CO₂, autacoids, delivered through either the bronchial or pulmonary circulation), increased interstitial fluid volume (lung edema), or by increased temperature. Bronchial and pulmonary C fibers elicit similar effects on breathing (24, 32, 87, 88, 137) but may express different neuropeptides, suggesting that future refinements in experimental design may reveal functional differences (24, 141).

Respiratory reflexes from pulmonary and airway afferents in humans. The reflex control exerted by pulmonary and airway vagal afferents is generally similar to that established in other mammals. This also applies to the Breuer-Hering inspiration-terminating and expiration-lengthening reflexes. These reflexes were initially not believed to modulate breathing at eupneic tidal volumes in adult awake humans (25). However, SAR afferents are active in humans at functional residual capacity (59), and recent data show that these reflexes can be detected when the conscious perception of chest wall movements is suppressed (20, 21). Moreover, the Breuer-Hering reflexes are easy to detect in infants and neonates (94, 120; see Ref. 135 for review) and abnormal development of vagal pathways may play a role in breathing disorders during the early postnatal period (see reviews in Refs. 8, 58). Upper airway mechanoreceptor reflexes have been extensively studied in humans because of their importance for airway protection (e.g., expiration reflex 79, 132) and the maintenance of upper airway motor tone during sleep and its potential dysregulation in obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) patients (64, 67, 85).

NTS SITES OF THE CENTRAL PROJECTIONS FROM LUNG AND AIRWAY VAGAL AFFERENTS

The lung and airway vagal afferents terminate principally in the middle and caudal portions of the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) (71, 72). On the basis of cytoarchitecture and, in part, the organization of pulmonary afferent projections, as well as projections from other organ systems, the NTS in the rat has been divided into distinct subnuclei: commissural (SolC), dorsal (SolD), dorsolateral (SolDL), gelatinous (SolG), interstitial (SolI), intermediate (SolIM), medial (SolM), ventral (SolV), and ventrolateral (SolVL) (Fig. 1) and reviews in Refs. 72 and 84, cat; and Refs. 65, 77, 124, rat; anatomical abbreviations after Ref. 117). Afferents from the laryngeal region course in the superior laryngeal nerves (SLN, a branch of the vagus) and project mainly to the SolI and SolIM subnuclei, but intra-axonal labeling shows that individual SLN axons can have additional, less dense terminations in several subnuclei (e.g., SolDL, SolI, SolV, SLN, and SolC; cat, Ref. 10). The projections of bronchopulmonary afferents of distinct types, especially SARs and RARs, have been studied relatively extensively (34, 39, 73). Fig. 1 shows the distribution of their main termination regions within the NTS.

CENTRAL PATHWAYS OF THE BREUER-HERING AND OTHER SAR-MEDIATED REFLEXES

SARs project to the ipsilateral SolIM, SolI, SolV, and SolVL subnuclei of the NTS (Figs. 1, 2) at about the rostrocaudal level of the area postrema (34, 39, 73). Additionally, in cats, projections of SARs to the SolD and medial portion of the SolDL subnuclei have been reported (12, 34, 39). Ultrastructural examination of the terminal boutons of SARs within the SolV and SolVL subnuclei reveals asymmetric synaptic contacts with cell bodies, dendrites, and dendritic spines. SAR terminals also receive axo-axonal synapses from unidentified sources (74).

Second order SAR neurons. Within the NTS, at least two types of neurons are monosynaptically activated by SAR afferents (Fig. 1). One, referred to as pump cells (P-cells) (11), has activity that parallels the activity of SARs. The second type, inspiratory-β (Iβ) cells, receives an excitatory input from both SARs and the central inspiratory drive (11). P-cells are monosynaptically activated by SARs and are located in the NTS regions (Fig. 2) targeted by SAR terminals (1, 18, 27, 34, 46, 78, 102, 110). Both Iβ neurons and P-cells are found...
among other respiratory neurons in the SolVL, the site of the classical dorsal respiratory group (DRG).

Like SARs, P-cells exhibit phasic activity that tracks lung volume changes, sometimes superimposed on tonic activity. Although P-cells are not activated by central inspiratory drive in cats, in rats glycinergic inhibition is present during early inspiration and a glutamatergic excitation is present during late inspiration and early expiration. Additionally, their activity is constrained by a tonic GABAergic input (102, 103). Rat P-cells also receive a phasic inhibitory input at the time of transition from inspiration to expiration (103). Similar GABAergic input to bulbospinal respiratory neurons in the dog modulates
the gain of other inputs to these neurons (143). At least in cats, many P-cells in the SolVL and some in SolM also receive monosynaptic excitatory input from SLN afferents (11, 110).

As shown in Fig. 1, P-cells project caudally to the SolC and SolM subnuclei, reaching the contralateral side (34, 53). Collaterals of the same axons also target the ipsilateral dorsolateral pons (parabrachial and Kölliker-Fuse regions) and the ventrolateral pontine region (the noradrenergic A5 region) as well as the ipsilateral ventral respiratory column (VRC) (46, 50, 53). In the rat, P-cells in the SolV and SolVL apparently use GABA as a transmitter because about two-thirds of these cells express mRNA for the GABA-synthesizing enzyme GAD, and some also for a glycine transporter (49).

The existence of at least two classes of P-cells is suggested by the observation in cats that projections to contralateral SolC and SolM were identified for most P-cells located dorsal and lateral to the solitary tract in the SolD, SolDL, and SolVL, but not for those located medial to the tract in the SolIM and SolV (34). Furthermore, neither P-cells located within the SolVL nor the projections of P-cells to the SolC appear to mediate the Breuer-Hering reflexes because lesion of the SolVL (96) or the SolC (34, 45, 84) leave these reflexes intact. In contrast, microinjection of an excitatory amino acid into the region of SolIM containing P-cells mimics the Breuer-Hering reflex, whereas blockade of excitatory amino acid transmission in this region induces changes in the respiratory rhythm comparable to those resulting from reductions in the SAR afferent input (16, 18). It is worth noting that in rats and cats, P-cells with intrinsic NTS projections to SolC are found with somewhat different orientations to the solitary tract (SolDL in cat vs. SolV and SolVL in rat). Whether these two zones are homologous between the rat and cat is not clear. If they are (as suggested by the similarity of their functional cell types and caudal NTS projections), the nomenclature used to designate these areas may need to be reevaluated.

Iβ cells are located in the SolVL and, like P-cells, are monosynaptically excited by SARs (1, 2, 13). Iβ cells are inspiratory neurons that show a ramplike increase in firing during inspiration and are silent during expiration. This phasic activity is reduced if lung inflation is withheld during the period of central inspiratory activity (13, 26, 27, 91). In addition to a monosynaptic input from SARs of the ipsilateral vagus nerve, a substantial polysynaptic SAR-related input reaches Iβ cells from SAR afferents of the contralateral vagus nerve. Both excitatory (cat, Ref. 82) and inhibitory (dog, Ref. 3) inputs from SARs of the opposite side were observed, the excitatory or inhibitory effect probably depending on the specific experimental conditions. Because SAR afferents do not cross the midline, the SAR input reaching contralateral NTS neurons, including contralateral Iβ and P-cells, must be mediated by P-cells. In the cat, most Iβ cells have spinal projections and monosynaptically excite phrenic motoneurons (91). Some may also have intramedullary collaterals (43). As with P-cells, Iβ cells are monosynaptically excited by electrical stimulation of myelinated afferents of the SLN (11, 37, 38). Thus they also function as second order neurons in the afferent pathway from laryngeal afferents.

Third and higher order SAR neurons. Electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve has been used to probe pathways arising from SARs. These afferents have large myelinated axons that are preferentially activated by low-stimulus currents. Respiratory responses elicited in this fashion mimic many aspects of SAR-induced reflexes, including the Breuer-Hering reflex (61, 142).

Most Iβ neurons show a linear (i.e., additive) increase in discharge frequency with increasing SAR input frequency (or lung volume) (3). In contrast, SAR activation by either vagal stimulation or lung inflation causes a change in the discharge rate of rostral and caudal VRC bulbospinal neurons such that their resultant discharge pattern is similar to the prestimulus pattern multiplied by a constant “gain” factor (36, 142, 143). The magnitude of the gain is proportional to the SAR discharge frequency and regulated by a GABAergic mechanism (143).

Caudal VRC bulbospinal expiratory premotor neurons in both cats (28) and dogs (4, 134) exhibit a biphasic excitatory and inhibitory response to increasing lung inflation (Fig. 3). Neuronal discharge frequency is increased by small lung inflations in expiration, whereas larger inflations depress activity (Fig. 3A). Because these responses are related to transpulmonary pressure and independent of time within the expiratory phase (Fig. 3B), it suggests the existence of two different SAR pathways to expiratory premotor neurons mediated by different groups of P-cells (one excitatory and another inhibitory, Fig. 3C). Excitatory and inhibitory P-cells could, for example, relay input from SARs with different thresholds of activation. Consistent with this possibility, extrapulmonary SARs have a lower threshold pressure for activation compared with intrapulmonary afferents (99). Differences in the forces applied to the intrapulmonary vs. extrapulmonary airways may be important in the regulation of airway defense reflexes and the ventilatory response to pathophysiological situations such as airway obstruction.

SAR inputs also influence the activity of subsets of proprio- and bulbar VRC neurons likely to have central roles in respiratory rhythm generation. Neurons with decrementing patterns (either inspiratory or expiratory) are affected by lung inflation in a manner consistent with their postulated central roles in the control of inspiratory and expiratory durations (54, 60, 81, 92, 142). Specifically, expiratory-decrementing neurons respond to lung inflation with a slowed rate of decline in their discharge rate and their prolonged discharge period correlates with the lengthening of expiration (54, 60, 81, 92, 111). This strongly implicates these neurons in the control of expiratory duration.

With respect to the control of inspiratory duration, lung inflation accelerates the decline in the discharge rate of proprio- and bulbar inspiratory-decrementing neurons, thereby decreasing their period of activity in proportion to the amount inspiration is shortened (81). A subset of inspiratory-augmenting neurons (late-inspiratory neurons) have a nonlinear response to lung inflation (29). They begin to fire late in inspiration and exhibit a peak in firing at the end of inspiration. Lung inflation has little effect on their peak firing rate but advances the onset of their discharge proportionally to the magnitude of inspiratory shortening. The fixed relationship between the peak firing rate of these neurons and inspiratory termination has lead to the suggestion that they contribute to the termination of inspiration, i.e., provide the inspiratory off-switch (6, 29).

SAR activation by either low-intensity electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve or lung inflation also modulates the activity of neurons in the upper cervical spinal cord (C1–C3) (35), pontine parabrachial region (30, 31, 44, 55, 119, 127, 131), and
midbrain (42). Inspiratory modulation of many neurons located in the dorsolateral pons is suppressed, or abolished, by lung inflations delivered in inspiration (40, 55, 70, 127, 130, 131), possibly by presynaptic inhibition (55). Pontine influences may contribute to short-term plasticity in respiratory reflexes, including accommodation in the Breuer-Hering reflex (129).

Neurons in the hypothalamus, posterior thalamus, amygdala, basal forebrain, medial and lateral frontal cortices, and cerebellum respond to low-intensity electrical vagal stimulation, implying that they may contribute to short-term plasticity in respiratory reflexes, including accommodation in the Breuer-Hering reflex (129).

Neurons in the hypothalamus, posterior thalamus, amygdala, basal forebrain, medial and lateral frontal cortices, and cerebellum respond to low-intensity electrical vagal stimulation, implying that they may contribute to short-term plasticity in respiratory reflexes, including accommodation in the Breuer-Hering reflex (129).

Central interactions between SAR and chemoreceptors. At the reflex level, there is convincing evidence for a central interaction between inputs from SARs and CO2-sensitive chemoreceptors. The lengthening of expiratory duration by lung inflation during expiration, known as the Breuer-Hering expiratory facilitatory reflex, is markedly attenuated by hypercapnia (100, 101). The central pathways underlying this phenomenon are not known, but the arterial PCO₂ effect must impinge on neurons generating rhythm. This may include the expiratory-decrementing neurons (described above) excited by lung inflation.

Studies of the interaction between SARs and chemoreceptors at the neuronal level are limited in number. These, however, indicate that activation of carotid body or central chemoreceptors via hypercapnia excites most medullary respiratory neurons, whereas lung inflation causing activation of SARs either excites or inhibits tertiary neurons depending on the type of respiratory cells studied. The interaction between carotid body chemoreceptor and SAR inputs is for the most part linear (additive) for canine DRG I/H9252 neurons, VRC inspiratory-decrementing, and caudal VRC expiratory-augmenting neurons (5). Increases in arterial PCO₂ produce an upward shift in the discharge rate of these neurons at all levels of lung inflation. Interestingly, the interaction of chemoreceptor and SAR inputs at the level of caudal VRC expiratory-decrementing neurons differs between carotid body and central chemoreceptor activation. Activation mediated by stimulation of central chemoreceptors generally produces an additive effect on VRC expiratory-decrementing neurons (134). In contrast, the interaction between carotid chemoreceptor and SAR input in these neurons is nonadditive (5). Thus the direction and type of interaction depends on neuron type and functional role, such as motor pattern generation vs. rhythm control.

![Fig. 3. Biphasic responses of a caudal VRC expiratory bulbospinal neuron to lung inflations. A: diagram illustrating the responses of an expiratory neuron to a series of increasing lung inflations delivered during the expiratory (E) phase. Without inflation, the neuron has a decrementing pattern typical of canine expiratory bulbospinal neuron. Transpulmonary pressures (Pt) below 5 cmH₂O produce a graded increase in neuronal discharge frequency, whereas Pt above this threshold level produce a graded decrease in activity. The threshold level closely approximates the Pt at functional residual capacity. B: the biphasic response of a canine E bulbospinal neuron is evoked within a single expiratory phase by a slow ramp inflation. In an anesthetized, paralyzed dog the onset of phrenic activity was used to synchronize inflations during control cycles, whereas the offset was used to trigger a slow ramp inflation during the E phase. In B, note the increase in expiratory neuron activity at Pt in the low range and the progressive linear decrease in unit discharge for Pt at higher pressures. When the inflation is abruptly terminated, unit activity increases. C: schematic of the neuronal response shown in B illustrating the response characteristics and the hypothesized mechanisms. The dashed line of the intrinsic decrementing discharge pattern without inflation. In part b the excitatory portion of the inflation response shown by gray shading is hypothesized to be due to excitatory P-cell inputs. In part c of the response, the ongoing excitation appears to be masked by inflation-mediated inhibition. This may result from inhibitory P-cell inputs (shown by black shading). In part d, the more rapid decline in inhibition unmasks the excitation.](http://jap.physiology.org/)
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CENTRAL PATHWAYS OF THE REFLEXES FROM RARS

The central projection sites of RAR primary afferent fibers are strikingly different from those of SARs (Fig. 1). Individual RARs consistently project to multiple sites within the NTS (33, 75), suggesting that each afferent may contribute to several distinct components of the respiratory and cardiovascular effects ascribed to these receptors (Table 1). Individual RAR afferents project to caudal levels of the ipsilateral NTS, with a smaller projection to comparable contralateral NTS areas. The SolC and caudal SolM are the primary termination subnuclei, with additional terminations in the SolD, SolDL, and SolIM (33, 75, 76, 83). At least in cats, projections to the inspiratory region of the SolVL are weak or absent, suggesting that inspiratory neurons of the DRG are not directly excited by RARs (33, 75). In rats, however, an additional projection to inspiratory neurons in the SolIV regions has been implied from the activation patterns of second order neurons receiving input from deflation-sensitive receptors, suggested to be RARs (48).

Neurons, referred to as “RAR cells,” in the caudal SolM and SolC in both cats and rats receive monosynaptic EPSPs in response to low-intensity electrical stimulation of both vagi, are excited by ammonia inhalation, and adapt rapidly to hyperinflations of the lungs (51, 52, 83, 90). The excitatory input from RARs is mediated, at least in part, by non-NMDA glutamate receptors (52). RAR cells are unlikely to be inhibitory interneurons because they do not express mRNA markers for GABA or glycine (49). Lesions of the SolC abolish the reflex excitatory responses of the phrenic nerve to ammonia inhalation, rapid hyperinflations of the lungs, and mechanical stimulation of the mucosa near the tracheal bifurcation, without impairing the inspiratory inhibitory Breuer-Hering reflex (45, 84).

In rats, as noted above, lung deflation also activates significant numbers of inspiratory neurons in SolIV (47). Ezure and Tanaka (47) termed these cells Iy neurons and postulated that these deflation-activated neurons receive input from RARs and hence are RAR second order neurons. However, whether receptors identified by their response to lung deflation are the same as RAR receptors activated by lung inflation has yet to be established. Many of these neurons were minimally activated by even large lung inflations but received input originating in slowly adapting lung-deflation receptors, which are relatively numerous in the rat (14). Antidromic stimulation of single axons indicated that, similar to Iβ cells, almost all Iy neurons had axons descending in the spinal cord (47). RAR cells located in the SolC and SolM are distinct from Iy cells in that they do not exhibit a strong inspiratory modulation in either cats or rats.

Many NTS RAR cells exhibit spontaneous activity (51, 90), unlike RAR afferent fibers, which tend to be silent in the absence of a stimulus (33). RAR cell activity patterns include modulation with ventilator-induced lung volume changes, central respiratory drive, and cardiac rhythm. They are also phasically inhibited during inspiration by glycine, possibly from P-cells (53), and receive a tonic inhibition mediated by GABA$_A$ receptors (52).

Cat RAR cells in the SolC have axonal ramifications in the ipsilateral pontine parabrachial region and Kölliker-Fuse nucleus (45). Additionally in the rat, but less so in the cat, RAR neurons project to the VRC, with the densest projections to its caudal aspects where bulbospinal inspiratory and expiratory neurons are concentrated, and may have only sparse projections to the more rostral pre-Bötzinger and Bötzinger regions (45, 109). This is consistent with their prominent effects on respiratory motor pattern and suggests that some of these can be mediated by direct inputs to the bulbospinal premotor neurons, bypassing the rhythm generating circuitry concentrated in the pre-Bötzinger complex (56).

CENTRAL PROJECTIONS AND PATHWAYS OF BRONCHOPULMONARY C FIBERS

In the cat, bronchial and pulmonary C fibers have similar projection patterns; they terminate bilaterally (with an ipsilateral predominance) in the medial NTS, in the parvicellular subnucleus, in the dorsal aspects of the SolC, and in the area postrema (Fig. 1) (86).

Glutamate, acting on non-NMDA receptors, appears likely to mediate synaptic transmission from pulmonary C-fiber afferents in the SolC (140). Consistent with dorsal SolC being an important site of bronchopulmonary C-fiber terminations, activation of neurons within this subnucleus by microinjection of an excitatory amino acid mimics the respiratory response evoked by C-fiber stimulation, and interruption of synaptic transmission in this same region by cobalt ions impairs the respiratory effects of intra-atrial phenylbiguanide injections (17). The projection patterns of NTS neurons receiving bronchopulmonary C-fiber input have not been determined, but bronchopulmonary C-fiber activation by capsaicin or phenylbiguanide injections excites VRC expiratory-decrementing cells and suppresses the firing of inspiratory neurons (112, 139).

CONVERGENCE ON SECOND ORDER NEURONS AND MODALITY-SPECIFIC ORGANIZATION OF THE NTS

There is significant support for the concept that NTS second order neurons occur in clusters, or groups, that receive their main sensory input from only one type of vagal afferent (86) and then project to distinct tertiary target neurons (65, 66). Afferent fibers arising from SAR, RAR, and bronchopulmonary C fibers largely terminate in different regions of the NTS (Fig. 1). Lesions or pharmacological manipulations within the SolC abolish reflexes that are characteristic of RARs without impairing the Breuer-Hering reflex (45, 84). Reversible lesions medial to the solitary tract at the level of the area postrema abolish the Breuer-Hering reflex (18), and blockade of synaptic transmission in the dorsomedial SolC subnucleus impairs the respiratory effects of bronchopulmonary C-fiber stimulation without affecting the blood pressure response (17). A relative segregation within the NTS can be extended to other afferent systems. NTS cells excited by stimulation of bronchopulmonary C fibers, for example, are rarely responsive to inputs from arterial baroreceptors or cardiac mechanoreceptors (115), and cells affected by the latter afferents rarely receive input from the subdiaphragmatic vagus nerve (113). One functional advantage of such an organization is that it allows for selectivity in modulation of transmission in pathways from distinct peripheral receptors before they become integrated with other central or peripheral inputs.

There is also convergence of afferent inputs onto NTS neurons; one (or few) of such converging inputs may originate...
directly from primary afferents and others may reach the same cell by polysynaptic pathways. SAR and SLN inputs converge on most P-cells and Iβ cells (discussed in Second order SAR neurons), and some Iβ cells are excited by RARs (11, 93). Convergence of pharyngeal mechanoreceptors and peripheral chemoreceptor afferents has been demonstrated for the adult rat “in situ” (114, 116), and a relatively high proportion of convergence has been observed in the cat Solf for SLN and glossopharyngeal afferents, or SLN and carotid sinus nerve afferents (98, 107). However, Ootani et al. (107) note that monosynaptic innervation by both afferents is relatively rare.

EFFECT OF SLEEP ON RESPIRATORY VAGAL REFLEXES

Attenuation of respiratory reflexes during sleep has been reported (see reviews, Refs. 15, 63, 85), but it is often not possible to distinguish between a genuine state-dependent central suppression of reflex transmission and attenuation secondary to sleep-related decrements in the excitability of motoneurons. The average diaphragmatic response to airway occlusion is reduced during rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep compared with slow-wave sleep (128), but the reductions may coincide with clusters of respiratory cycles in which the activity of respiratory premotor neurons is depressed by REM sleep-specific central processes related to certain phasic phenomena of REM sleep, rather than to the state per se (108).

Monoaminergic influences may contribute to the state-dependent modulation of respiratory reflexes. Serotonergic and noradrenergic neurons have maximal activity during active wakefulness and minimal activity during REM sleep (57, 69), and they innervate the NTS. Receptors commonly associated with presynaptic effects, such as adrenergic α2 and serotonergic 1B, are present in the NTS. They may contribute to suppression of reflexes during wakefulness and their facilitation during sleep, but it remains to be determined whether such a modulation affects the input from pulmonary and/or airway vagal receptors. Data show that serotonergic type 4 receptors presynaptically suppress input from C fibers (41), and presynaptic actions of substance P (possibly released from C-fiber terminals or serotonergic neurons) may both enhance and suppress transmission of vagal afferent inputs within the NTS (104, 126).

CONCLUSIONS

Separate termination regions within the NTS have been identified for each of the major afferent systems from the lower airways and lungs (SAR, RAR, and C fiber). Emanating from the NTS, these afferent systems provide divergent pathways that send inputs to a variety of central respiratory neurons. Included among the targets are neurons involved in rhythm generation (e.g., those in the pre-Bötzing and Bötzing regions) as well those involved in respiratory pattern formation (e.g., cranial motoneurons and bulbospinal premotor neurons in the VRC). This input to both rhythm- and pattern-generating regions is consistent with parallel control of these two components of breathing (89). Additionally, projections to areas such as the parabrachial and Kölliker-Fuse nuclei within the rostral dorsolateral pons may have influences on both rhythm and pattern but be of particular importance for the integration of the reflex control of breathing with other systems such as cardio-vascular control, orofacial ingestive behaviors, airway protective reflexes, and both ascending and descending pain pathways (44, 70).

Our understanding of these important concepts is rapidly evolving, aided by the incorporation of novel technologies. These include the ability to study reflexes using extensive in vitro preparations, such as the adult and juvenile working heart-brain stem preparations (112, 116) and the isolated neonatal rodent brain stem with intact, innervated lungs connected to the medulla via the vagus nerve (97). Advances in in vitro and in vivo imaging make it possible to observe multineuronal circuit activity at improved levels of resolution. This will assist observation of ongoing respiratory neuronal activity and its perturbation by reflex activation (62, 80, 106). A combination of molecular biological techniques with studies of the development of the respiratory system provides a powerful tool with which to identify the neurobiochemical substrates specific to SAR and other vagal reflex pathways (19).
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